Bang &
Olufsen
Beoplay A9
Wireless
Speaker
System With
Voice
Assistant
(Bronze Tone /
Walnut Legs)
BeoPlay A9 with Google Assistant is the 4th generation
of the iconic A9 speaker from Bang & Olufsen that
delivers 480 watts of powerful sound. This powerful
music streaming system that will bring beauty and
passion to your music. Whatever your interior style,
Beoplay A9 can blend in beautifully or stand out
convincingly. If you want to change decor, you can
create your own look with a variety of textile covers and
wooden legs. Key Features Meet your Google Assistant
Have your hands full with other things? No problem.
Just say the words “Hey Google” and ask for your
favourite playlist, to hear the latest news or your local
weather report. Fill any space with iconic sound
Beoplay A9 fills any room with detailed Bang & Olufsen
Signature Sound thanks to its powerful 480-watt digital
amplifier system. Built-in room adaptation adjusts the
sound perfectly to its surroundings, so you can

experience your music the way the artists intended.
B&O X Kvadrat The gorgeous wool-blend speaker
covers for Beoplay A9 are made in collaboration with
renowned textile brand, Kvadrat. The Danish design
company has produced a series of covers in a wide
variety of colours that will make your speaker pop or
blend in with your home decor. The collaboration
between Bang & Olufsen and Kvadrat started with our
Beoplay A6 covers, and is continued with a series of
gorgeous wool-blend covers for Beoplay A9. The fabric
is custom designed, in collaboration with Kvadrat, who
are widely recognized for their design textiles. We’re
proud to continue this collaboration, as the end result
brings the very best qualities from the textile industry to
our audio product. The fabric brings you the very best of
both worlds; acoustic transparency and superior
aesthetics through delicate and sophisticated multicolored threads. Beautiful design Beoplay A9 is
designed and crafted like a beautiful piece of furniture –
with a careful selection of materials and a great
attention to detail. The days of wanting to hide your
bulky black stereo are over. No matter where you
choose to place the A9, it's going to look beautiful. The
days of hiding your stereo are over. We designed
Beoplay A9 like a beautiful piece of furniture — with
carefully selected Materials and uncompromising
attention to detail. The result is an iconic piece of music
design you can put on display anywhere. Music in every
room Play different music in different rooms – or let one
song play on all your speakers throughout your home.
Beoplay A9 is a multiroom speaker that seamlessly
supports both Chromecast built-in, AirPlay 2, Bluetooth
and connects with any speakers supporting these
formats. Excellent connectivity Beoplay A9 is a onepoint music system that will fill any room with music by
itself or you can connect more multiroom enabled
spekers together and experience seamless sound.
Beoplay A9 supports both Google Chromecast built-in
and Beolink Multiroom technologies and combines
seamlessly with Beoplay A6 and Beoplay M5, or you
can connect via Bluetooth 4.0, Airplay or DLNA. And
built-in access to Spotify Connect, Deezer and TuneIn
gives you access to their millions of songs, playlists and
radio stations. *image are for illustration purposes only

Features
General

Brand
Colour
Product Type

Bang & Olufsen
Bronze Tone / Walnut Legs
Wireless Speakers

Connectivity

Bluetooth
Wireless Ready

4.0
802.11b/g/n

Dimensions

Weight (kg)

15.0

Product Height
(cm)

90.8cm

Product Depth
(cm)

21.3cm
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